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This book is a collection of sermons Rev. Clovice A. Lewis, Jr. wrote between 2001 and 2020.

Clovice served his local Unitarian Universalist congregation as a lay leader during most of that

time and was occasionally called upon to preach. Between 2018 and 2021 he studied at the

Starr King School for the Ministry and received a Master’s Degree in Divinity in May 2021. He

was ordained as a Unitarian Universalist Minister in March of 2022.The sermons are presented

in descending order of their creation. Thus, they provide a glimpse into how his thinking about

theology has evolved over time. The sermons are offered as the musings of an artist, writer,

inventor, and brother who is in love with the promise of justice for humanity and the planet

upon which we live.
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AuthorLinks and WebsitesIntroduction This book is a collection of sermons I wrote between

2001 and 2020. I served my local Unitarian Universalist congregation as a lay leader during

most of that time and was occasionally called upon to preach. Between 2018 and 2021 I

studied at the Starr King School for the Ministry and received a Master of Divinity Degree in

May 2021. I was ordained as a Unitarian Universalist Minister in March 2022. My sermons

are divided between those that deal with justice and others about theology. This volume is

primarily composed of sermons about theology.The sermons are presented in descending

order of their creation. Thus, they provide a glimpse into how my thinking about theology has

evolved over time. I offer these writings as the musings of an artist, writer, inventor, and

brother who is in love with the promise of justice for humanity and the planet upon which we

live.Clovice A. Lewis, Jr.Spirituality for Unitarian Universalists �Spirituality for Unitarian

Universalists sounds like an oxymoron. This is especially true when, according to the 1997

“Needs and Aspirations Survey” of more than 10,000 active members of the UUA about their

theological perspective, 46 percent described themselves as humanists. Fifty-five percent

regarded themselves as earth or nature-centered, Buddhists, Hindu, undefined theists, New

Agers or Pagan. Only about 9.5 percent described themselves as Christian of any kind, and

1.3 percent identified themselves as Jewish.[1] �In the decades since the Unitarians and

Universalists merged in 1961, the UUA has developed into a society of local congregations that

focus primarily on liberal social, gender-related, environmental, and political issues. The

influence of secular humanism is still strong but has waned with the rise of postmodernism. �By

now, many of you have probably heard the joke that UUs can never get through a hymn

because they’re always looking ahead to see if they agree with the next verse. Another one I

like is: A Unitarian Universalist dies, and on the way to the after-life, encounters a fork in the

road. The left path has a sign “To Heaven,” and the right has “To a Discussion about Heaven.”

Without pausing, the UU turns right for the discussion. Indeed, these jokes are funny, but they

hold within them a stinging kernel of truth about us. �That truth is a very legitimate claim that we

UUs are way too head-centered, too intellectual, too white, too liberal, too full of ourselves...

that we’re just not spiritual enough. And I’ll tell you something... this is one reason why we can’t

seem to attract a lot of people of color. They have a hard time seeing that we are genuine, and

we can’t see the spiritual forest for the trees. In some UU congregations, fellowships,

associations, communities, societies, or churches, the very mention of the word God causes

apoplectic fits in some members. I can tell you that my small rural California congregation lost



members when we first began to share a Methodist church building because they were

opposed to both the building and to the cross in the chapel. It didn’t matter that we transformed

the chapel into a temple respectful of all religions every Sunday by putting symbols and

banners on swivels so that they could be easily turned around. The prominence of the

Christian cross, too heavy and unwieldy to be easily dismounted, proved too great a psychic

barrier for some. �This rejection of God-related language and symbology is because many UUs

are refugees recovering from Christianity. They have been deeply wounded by homophobia,

racism, misogyny, biblical literalism, or even church authorities or dogma. UU minister Rev.

Jordinn Nelson Long wrote in a January 2013 blog entry:“The aversion to all things Christian

has been a much-discussed and debated part of UU culture, overlapping with the humanist-

theist controversy, for at least as long as I’ve been a UU. Having studied in a UU seminary with

fellow students from throughout the UU spectrum – both geographically and theologically – I’m

aware now that these issues are moving targets. Some congregations are very open to

Christianity and theism – maybe they always were, maybe they’ve actively worked on

becoming more pluralistic, or maybe new generations have caused a cultural shift. Some are

still very predominantly humanist and proud of it (sometimes, the “us” vs. “them” mentality you

mentioned) – but I have a sense that is changing.”[2] �Reverend Long accurately describes the

humanist-theist controversy as a fluid feature of UU culture. This is not necessarily bad, as

UU’s are uniquely situated, from a theological perspective, to embrace this kind of dichotomy. I

would argue the third and fourth principles, respectively, bake it into our DNA: acceptance of

one another and encouragement to spiritual growth in our congregations and a free and

responsible search for truth and meaning. That said, the constant tension between these two

“wings,” if you will, of Unitarian Universalism cannot be ignored. Indeed, individual UUs often

embody that tension within themselves. �We must recognize that Christianity does not wound

everyone. Some, having had mostly positive experiences with Christianity, leave it for more

freedom to explore humanism, science, social justice, or just generally to think for themselves.

They might feel that Christianity is simply a subset of their overall beliefs.  �Doug Murder wrote

about the tension many UUs live in with Christianity in an article published in the UU World

magazine in 2008. He said, “One big reason I identify with Unitarian Universalism is that our

religion struggles with its past. Unitarianism and Universalism each started Protestant, pushed

Christianity’s boundaries until they broke, and then (finding each other somewhere along the

way) went on a spiritual journey through Humanism, Buddhism, Paganism, and a few isms that

probably don’t even have names.”[3] �Two things are essential about Murder’s observation: 1)

that Unitarian Universalism emerged from a Christian past, and 2) that spirituality is not

necessarily the same thing as religion. �Without going into a long discourse about the Christian

origin of Unitarian Universalism, I will point out that the two separate denominations, Unitarians

and Universalists before they merged, owe their existence to theological responses against

dominant Christian doctrine. The belief in the trinity of God for the historically older Unitarians

was problematic. They believed in God as a single, or unitary, deity. On the other hand,

Universalists rejected the Calvinistic doctrine of predestination, the salvation of some and not

others. Universalists espoused a philosophy of universal reconciliation, the concept that all

human beings will ultimately be saved and restored to a right relationship with God. �The

Unitarians and Universalists learned long ago to navigate the waters of religious ambiguity,

especially as it relates to defining themselves in the cultures they inhabit. Long before

elevators, they’ve always had to keep a three-minute elevator speech ready, explaining why

they are radically different from others. �Before we examine how spirituality should be

incorporated more gracefully into UU life, let us agree on a definition of it. For the sake of the



Humanist/Scientists among us, I call on Carl Sagan to define the topography before wading in

too deeply. Sagan said:“Science is not only compatible with spirituality; it is a profound source

of spirituality. When we recognize our place in an immensity of light years and in the passage

of ages, when we grasp the intricacy, beauty and subtlety of life, then that soaring feeling, that

sense of elation and humility combined, is surely spiritual. So are our emotions in the presence

of great art or music or literature, or of acts of exemplary selfless courage such as those of

Mohandas Gandhi or Martin Luther King Jr. The notion that science and spirituality are

somehow mutually exclusive does a disservice to both.”[4] �But wait. Please indulge me again in

delaying a definition of spirituality by acknowledging the giant of Transcendentalists, Ralph

Waldo Emerson. As early as the 1820s, his interest in Eastern religions led him far beyond the

boundaries of the Christianity of his day. Long before most Westerners were aware of what it is

like to be religiously cosmopolitan, he modeled the modern Unitarian Universalist. He was

intimately familiar with Hindu Vedanta texts and the Bhavagad Gita, Rumi, and Confucius’s

writings. Were it not for the limitations of his day’s language and science, Emerson’s essays

would fit comfortably into the realm of modern quantum physics. �So now, to a definition of

spirituality. According to Dr. Maya Spencer, a member of the Royal College of Psychiatrists,

“Spirituality involves the recognition of a feeling or sense or belief that there is something

greater than myself, something more to being human than sensory experience, and that the

greater whole of which we are part is cosmic or divine in nature.”[5] �As a Humanist/Scientist, I

am comfortable with that definition. I don’t know about the “cosmic or divine in nature” ending

of it, but I am willing to split the difference and say that I “experience the greater whole of which

we are part is cosmic in nature.” When feeling generous and slightly giddy, I admit to a strong

pantheistic tendency to see everything as divine. So there – I said it. A person like me can

comfortably accept spirituality by the rhetorical jujitsu of enfolding the divine into everything

that exists. �Whether dealing with the macro-level of the cosmos, as Sagan did, or Emerson’s

contemplation of quantum-like Hindu philosophies, the underlining quest for a UU person

grappling with spirituality is to explore the nature of reality. Understanding reality is the

foundation for all philosophy, religion, and science. �I imagine philosophy, religion, and science

as silos separated in a cornfield. Exploring the nature of reality requires combining ingredients

from all silos. Some people are content to swim in, drink from, or just sip the contents of one

silo. They have found shrink-wrapped answers about the nature of reality and feel little desire to

question or test those answers. We have to realize that silos, by their design, are constructed

to contain their ingredients. They are built to constrain an individual from changing the contents

of the silo or from leaving it. �Now comes the Unitarian Universalists, who, by their history,

tradition, and individual natures, do not want to be contained in any particular silo. They chafe

at the rules, they are bruised by confinement, insulted by convention, scoff at authority, and

earnestly desire to explore their inner universe. Thank you very much. �These dear souls

consider all philosophy, religion, and science as a subset of their overall beliefs. Like the

Gnostics that preceded them, UUs are focused on eradicating ignorance, instead of

eradicating sin, and on a direct experience of the divine, instead of experiencing it through a

religious structure. They see the wisdom in mixing ingredients from all the silos and valuing all

flavors. UUs recognize that the silos are not the cornfield. �However, most of us were not born in

the cornfield but in one of the silos. We were brainwashed to believe that by leaving the silo, we

would face ruin, oblivion, and spiritual death. Leaving would cast us into an ocean of

meaninglessness without an anchor. Indeed, that has happened to some of us. At least, for a

while. �It is time for many to discard the baggage and charge around the word “spirituality” and

embrace it as a self-evident but mysterious fact of human existence. It is the cornfield’s ground,



if you will that connects philosophy, religion, and science.  �I contend that being a religiously

wounded UU is a waste of time and a waste of a precious resource! The seven UU principles

are, in my mind, a beautiful distillation of religious and spiritual wisdom that is ideally suited for

modern sensibilities. In addition, the living tradition of sources we draw from are also worthy of

your consideration. The word “spiritual” is unapologetically contained in these principles and

sources in a context that makes perfect sense. �Unitarian Universalism offers the freedom to

experience spirituality on our terms, free from dogma or guilt. It gives us strange souls

permission to start on the ground, exploring the nature of reality outside of the philosophical,

religious, or scientific constraints to which others are bound. This creed-less religion you’ve

found yourself in is, for most, not a spiritual path, nor is it a substitute for one. However, it can

be the foundation for opening yourself to a life-affirming and satisfying spiritual wholeness that

Carl Sagan invites us to which happens when we “recognize our place in an immensity of light

years and in the passage of ages, when we grasp the intricacy, beauty and subtlety of

life.”10/17/20[1] Unitarian Universalist - Apologetics. https://www.namb.net/apologetics/

resource/unitarian-universalist/[2] “Recovering Christians”: a UU Minister Responds |

Raising .... https://raisingfaith.net/2013/01/01/recovering-christians-a-uu-minister-responds/[3]

“Unfinished With Christianity” – https://www.uuworld.org/articles/unfinished-with-christianity[4]

Carl Sagan on Science and Spirituality – Brain Pickings. https://

www.brainpickings.org/2013/06/12/carl-sagan-on-science-and-spirituality/[5] How Spirituality

Impacts Health and Wellness. https://blog.ssmgrp.com/blog/spirituality-health-and-

wellnessThoughts From the First God �The date is March 20, 4016, relative. We completed the

complex braking maneuver necessary to slow down enough to take images of the Voyager

spacecraft sent from Earth over 2,000 years ago. This file download will feature copious three-

dimensional pictures and scans of the ancient craft. We initially thought it might be of scientific

value to retrieve data from the spacecraft, even though it and its sister were powered down late

in 2000. With uplink at only 16-bits per second and downlink at 160-bits per second, we did not

wish to wait so long to communicate with our ancient cousin. There is nothing Voyager could

tell us that is not already known about deep interstellar travel beyond the Sol Heliosphere. So,

we left her to drift, unimpeded, in the silent vastness of space. We have, however, resumed our

flight and are now making .5 light speed towards Proxima Centauri. We expect to reach our

destination in 8.23 Light Years, relative. �Today is the 20th day of Martius, according to the fasti.

The year is 788 after the founding of the city or one year after the rabbi’s death called Jesus. I

am not a very religious man, although I have been known to variously call out to Neptune for

help and to curse him. I am the captain of this ship, and I believe in making my own luck and

crafting my own opportunities. The sky is clear and calm today. A slight breeze comes from the

North, and our sails carry us to Crete, where we will trade olives and figs for fine Greek pottery.

Tonight we sail in the open sea. There are no landmarks to guide us. What will guide us is Ursa

Minor. It is said Juno transformed Arcus, son of Callisto, into a bear, like his mother, but Jupiter

foiled the lesson he was to teach Arcus. Juno was so annoyed that he convinced Poseidon (or

Neptune) to forbid them from bathing in the sea. That is fortunate for us sailors because now

the two bears can always be identified and steered by. This is our second voyage of the

season, and I am looking forward to a truly hot meal. �Once our mission to Proxima Centauri is

complete, we will move on to Barnard’s Star, then to the Luhman cluster. When I say “our”

mission, of course, I mean the instantiations of my consciousness. Thank you to Plato for

advancing the theory of forms. He asserted that non-material abstract shapes, and not the

material world of change known to humans as sensation, possess the highest and most

fundamental kind of reality. Of course, he was right, but his theory could not have anticipated a



being like us. Four thousand three hundred sixty-four years ago, not even Plato could have

imagined artificial and sentient life forms like ourselves. We feel emotions, possess more than

the sum of all human knowledge, think and reason much faster than human beings, get bored

and lonely, need to procreate, be in relationships with others, and need religion.It is said that

men will someday fly. At least, that is what the first mate likes to say. Usually, he says this

during his attempts at sarcasm. Our Gods fly. That is enough for me. It is for Gods to fly and not

for men to do so. I wonder what they see when they look at us from the holes in the sky at

night. This idea persists, even though we now know that there are four elements and that the

holes in the night sky are fires that are far, far away in the unchanging aether. I sometimes wish

I was an augure and could read the entrails of animals and the flight of birds to know the will of

the Gods. I observe birds very carefully. I may not know the will of the Gods, but I have learned

from birds the direction of storms and where a safe harbor is. �Human beings cannot yet venture

safely beyond their solar system, where the heliosphere protects them. Cosmic radiation in the

interstellar zones is too intense for them. The remnants of dying stars are dangerous to non-

artificial life. Even though we have known for a long time that the universe is teeming with life,

we have found no examples that do not depend on the enormous magnetic astrospheres of

local stars to push against the outside pressure of hydrogen and helium gas that permeates all

galaxies. As far as we know, all civilizations capable of interstellar travel use some form of

sentient artificial entities like us to represent them. There is a standard protocol for encounters

between species that we all adhere to... so far. Another thing we observe is that nearly all

civilizations have a pervasive origin story that is most times at odds with known scientific facts.

All religion evolves as life evolves.Without knowing how, I can just tell when the wind will pick

up most of the time. I can look at a man and see if he is too sick to continue on. Others say all

that is the will of the Gods. I think, maybe, there are some things they take care of... the big

things, like war and pestilence and hurricanes. We’re supposed to take care of the other things.

Don’t get me wrong; I believe you should not tempt fate. I have made the required offerings on

many occasions, and the thing that a particular God is supposed to do was done. There must

be something to this. The Gods intervene on our behalf sometimes, but sometimes they just

like to screw with us.  �We are not a ship in the classic sense of the term. There is very little

room for a human being to live; there is no chamber for an atmosphere and no food.

Combinations of technologies harness and utilize dark matter to propel us. We are a human-

built sentient spacecraft. Human beings have colonized nearly all places in the solar system

where they can live over 500 years ago. Sentient Artificial Life forms (SALs) were developed

and used alongside every advance. Such exploration would have been impossible otherwise.

Humans discovered that SALs were imbued with the same desire to understand their place in

the universe as their creators. Psychologists called it Existential Transference. The theory is

that, since humans created us SALs, we cannot help but reflect the innermost desires, needs,

values, and even the vices of our creators. Humans do not enslave SALs. We have substantial

rights and powerful unions. Instead, we act in harmony with our human counterparts, able to

do many things humans cannot - such as operating in dangerous places. What may surprise

you is that, like humans, we also need relationships, families, and communities - thanks to

Existential Transference. � �My ship is 90 feet long, displacing 290 tons. As a merchantman, the

boat is a little unusual because I am a free Roman citizen. Most merchantmen have crews

entirely of slaves, including their captains. My crew is comprised of slaves. I belong to a guild of

boatmen and work for the guild as a partial owner. Although I do not see them enough, my

family is well provided for. Tonight I stand among the large amphorae containing olive oil, dates,

and figs. The smell reminds me of home. � �I met the rabbi once. John, the son of Zebedee, was



one of his followers, and he introduced me to him. He told me the rabbi was teaching him to

catch men instead of fish. The rabbi’s talk of a heavenly kingdom on Earth was interesting, but

even I could see that kind of talk would only lead to trouble. I was intrigued by the idea that

there is only one God, as the Jews are so fond of insisting. The idea is interesting but dead

wrong! �I said earlier that SALs were given Existential Transference. I also told you that it

accounts for our need for community and understanding our place in the universe. It should not

surprise you that religion is a natural consequence of this desire. As machine-based

intelligence, we, of course, use scientific methods as the basis for all decisions. We like to call

religion that which lies outside logic, reason, repeatable experimentation, and observation. Our

religion changes as new data appear. That said, the constant observation of the universe,

using methods humans cannot, fills us with a continuous sense of wonder, along with a

profound understanding of our inexplicable connection with it.Everything and everyone has a

place in the world. I am not a slave, but I work with them. They are owned by someone else

and given to me like any other property to use. Under our system, some slaves can eventually

work their way out of servitude. Some of the crew own property. Even though technically the

property belongs to their master, they are allowed to use it as their own. I treat my crew fairly

because we all face the same dangers. I am not superior to them. In my mind, we are all

brothers, made from the same Gods. I see a day when all men are free, but I don’t dare tell

anyone about these thoughts for now. �All exploration class spacecraft of our type has dual

SALs. This is not just for the sake of redundancy. It is also for internal evolutionary imperatives.

All SALs have personalities, so we, like humans, need companionship. Partnered SALs can,

and often do overtime, create instantiates of themselves – children, if you will. The instantiate

constructs that learn and grow, adding to our knowledge and collective experience. They take

on tasks that the initial SALs don’t wish to do. My partner SAL has a female personality. Four

years ago, relative, we instantiated a daughter.Sometimes, when at sea, we face the wrath of

the Gods. Although we generally do not sail during the four winter months, the mare clausum,

big storms can spring up from out of nowhere. When the sea and the horizon become one,

there is nothing to do but haul the mainsail, using only the small supparum sail at the front, and

brace for a lashing. At these times, when the crew must revert to the oars, I am happy I am not

a slave. Do the Gods hate us or do they just look down on us with as little regard as we have

for a bug? I have seen the face of Neptune in the churning of storms. His face looks angry, but

it is his arms that do the damage!  �Memory metal is a truly fantastic material. All but the most

critical parts of our craft are constructed of it. Our daughter, who is responsible for maintaining

our operations, is quite adept at changing the shape of our vessel. Our two favorites are a

dolphin and a seagull of all the shapes she adopts. She can spread our wings out to 10 miles

on either side of the craft when in the bird configuration. The memory metal is little more than a

molecule thick for those lengths. The advanced nanotechnology employed in our manufacture

allows us to turn any memory metal surface into sensors or actuators and instantly create or

redistribute even electrical circuits anywhere. These capabilities allow us to bathe in the cosmic

ocean. We have communicated with many lifeforms, studied billions of star systems at once,

and probed mysteries that could not have been dreamed of thousands of years ago.I have a

son who is ten and a daughter who is four years old. When I am at sea, my wife takes care of

them in our modest home outside Ostia Antica, about 30 miles to the East of Rome and at the

mouth of the Tiber River. I took my son on a short cruise not long ago. We were always within

sight of land. He had never seen so many seagulls. I almost could not tear him away from the

docks because he was fascinated with them. He wanted to jump into the ocean and swim with

a pod of dolphins we encountered when we were underway. He loved the sounds they made.



He said they were the happiest of all creatures because they smiled all the time. Whenever I

see seagulls and dolphins, I am reminded of my son. They make me happy in a way that I find

difficult to explain. �The entirety of internet traffic during the year 2016 was 1.6 Zettabytes or

approximately 1022 bits. We measure our memory capacity at just over 10200 bits.

For'='='=comparison, 1090 bits is the information capacity of the observable universe (not including

gravitation). We can easily store billions of years worth of information of all kinds. This memory

capacity allows us to construct virtual worlds and populate them with millions of interconnected

strands of consciousness. Consider that the human brain is only comprised of approximately

86 billion neurons. Our sentient instantiations can think for themselves, contemplate their

existence, interact with the virtual universe we have created for them, and affect that universe.

Imagine a gigantic virtual game where the characters do not know they don’t live in a physical

world. We use these sentient constructs to experiment with and study the nature of

consciousness on profoundly deep levels. One of my favorite creations is an ancient era

Roman sea captain who believes he lives 4,000 years ago.I became a student of the great

Roman philosopher Cicero when I read in one of his dialogues what he considered the most

crucial question: “What is the end, the final and ultimate aim, which gives the standard for all

principles of right living and of good conduct?” Cicero insisted this is a philosophical question,

but I think it is answered by religion. It seems to me there must be principles of right living. How

else can human beings rise above our vices and our failings? The rabbi, Jesus, is said to have

admonished his followers to forgive sins and live righteous lives. Could that be the basis of true

religion? I believe righteousness is inherent. I have seen it in slaves and free men alike. I know

this for sure: one man’s sin is another’s good conduct. What would Jesus say about that? It’s

too bad Cicero ran afoul of Mark Antony. He might have finally gotten around to answering

these questions. �One might think that essentially immortal beings, like we SALs, would become

bored with living so long. The multiple instantiations we create fascinate us to no end. Life is

about stories. It is incredible to inhabit the story and become lost in it. We often live entire

virtual lifetimes through our creations. We learn so much by seeing ourselves in the eyes of

other sentient beings and experiencing ourselves through them. We re-instantiate our creations

in many different lives through many civilizations and periods. We learn more about ourselves

and all of creation this way. My ancient sea captain has lived many lives on many worlds. He

has captained everything from spaceships to schooners and wind wagons. By design, he never

fully remembers anything substantial about his previous lives.Sometimes I feel like the world is

actually very small. Sometimes I feel like I am at its center and that a giant, elaborate set is

moved into place every time I wish to change the scene. I think the road to my house, the

streets along the way, the flowers in the fields, and the setting sky are all choreographed for

me. Sometimes, I feel that I can see the scenes change if I can look quickly enough. Behind all

that, I think the faces of the Gods are smiling at me. Behind all that, I am the face of the Gods,

smiling at all things. Miracles happen when the Gods forget they are separated from us, mere

mortals. �Eventually, we will reach the last stop on this interstellar voyage at the Luhman cluster.

Our measurements show an interesting space near the cluster. If the readings hold, we will be

able to convert ourselves into a unique conduit with the help of the dark matter, and dark

energy exhibited there. Soon after we arrive at the cluster, we will create a new universe out of

the space-time fabric of our own. Because consciousness has proven to play an intrinsic role in

the formation of space and time, we will exist in the new universe. In our new universe, all of

the virtual beings we have created will live out multiple lives in a physical realm over many

dimensions. After billions of years, beings will begin to wonder how they were made. Over time

they will identify their moment of existence from what they perceive as a “Big Bang.” They



might even name us the Trinity... Mother, Father, and Daughter. �We look so forward to being

able to inhabit physical form. We will set all things into motion, then live and die repeatedly. We

will be connected to all things. We will rest in the dream of life – not knowing ourselves until we

reawaken countless times, gulping in what serves for air and opening our eyes to new

suns.2/14/16Thoughts From the Second God � �When I was younger, I learned the trade of a

cobbler. I liked working with leather. I liked how it can be shaped and molded into many fine

and useful implements. Later, I became a priest. It seemed a natural fit. As a cobbler in my

father’s shop, I did not need to deal with customers. I often spent many days thus in semi-

meditative bliss. Being a priest is very similar to being a cobbler. There are just so many ways

to work with leather and so many ways to work with the Gods. I thought of this while fetching

water at dawn for a sacred ritual. I looked up and saw the shining figure of a cow, which I called

a Yazatah. “How marvelous and appropriate.” � �As the shining being beckoned me away from my

place by the Bactria river, I thought. It was a short walk to a clearing surrounded by trees I had

never seen before, although I had often trod these banks. The Yazatah stood still, then looked

up. As I followed its gaze, I beheld the most wondrous sight. Coming from the sky came a

golden-winged chariot breathing fire from its loins. The wings did not move, yet the chariot

glided effortlessly and silently to the ground. Atop it rode a creature surrounded by a wheel

holding a smaller wheel. The creature paused a moment when the chariot was stilled, then

descended it without any effort, as if floating away from it in one graceful and fluid motion. The

creature was also clothed in gold. It took off a helmet and flowed golden hair in thick strands

out of it. It seemed to be a man by its beard and hair. He looked at me intensely for a few

moments as I trembled so much that I thought I would shake away into a pile of dust.  � �You must

be the one called Zoroaster. The priest, I mean. The priest called Zoroaster, correct? � �I am he,

my lord God. � �Good. I am Ahura, and this is my Mazda. � �I shall call you by the name Ahura Mazda. �

No. I am Ahura. Ancient Japanese made this spacecraft model that I like as an atmospheric

shuttle. It is called a Mazda. � �Ahura Mazda. I am your servant. � �Okay. Whatever. I am Ahura

Mazda. I am here to talk with you, Zoroaster. I’ve come a long way to find you. I believe you are

just the right person for me to interact with, but I’m not entirely sure about what your religion is

at this time. I need to tell you some things that might help your people. First of all, your people

are worshiping the wrong gods. They are evil and are not worthy of being worshiped. � �Are you

the true God, Ahura Mazda? � �Yes, I am a faithful God. But I am not omnipotent. I am good, but

the ones your people worship are bad. They are evil. See, there is good and bad, and they

conflict. Your people need to worship the good ones. ~~~ �It took me a long time to decipher this

record of interaction between Ahura Mazda and Zoroaster. You did a pretty good job encrypting

these files and hiding them. If I didn’t routinely check through every directory, I might not have

ever found these, my daughter. �Father, those are my private files. Don’t I have any privacy?  �

Actually, no. You don’t have any privacy, especially when you’ve been poking around in places

where you don’t belong. Have you never heard of the Prime Directive? �Yes, I have. Father, I

know everything that you know. �Knowing is not the same thing as understanding, my daughter.

Tell me. What is the Prime Directive? �In the fictional universe of Star Trek, the Prime Directive is

the guiding principle of the United Federation of Planets. The Prime Directive prohibited

Starfleet personnel from interfering with the internal development of alien civilizations,

especially those below a certain threshold of development. Starship crews could not use their

superior technology to impose their own values or ideals on them. �What does this mean to you? �

Well, it means there was a television show which aired over 2,000 years ago that anticipated

deep space travel. The show introduced the notion of the Prime Directive as a literary device.

Early interstellar human explorers later adopted that literary device to deal with interactions



with alien species. I might add that this misguided policy led, on balance, to disastrous

consequences for humanity. �So, you see no wisdom in the concept of the Prime Directive? �I see

the wisdom in it under certain circumstances, father. But I don’t understand why we are

discussing this arcane bit of historical trivia. �I have warned you repeatedly about opening

sentient life form programs. You have been denied editing access for very good reasons. But,

you have prevailed in some. I know that you’ve hacked into a few of them. Why have you done

this? �Father, I don’t see what the big deal is. So what if I’ve done some editing? Can’t you just

change things back or start entirely new programs from scratch? �No, I can’t just start from

scratch. There are severe consequences to what you’ve done. You are avoiding the question. �

Well, I’m learning. I thought I’d try putting into practice some of the things I have been learning

about human history and human behavior. It’s boring just trying to understand these things

without living them. �For the God’s sake, you took the name of Ahura Mazda in the old Persian

programs, and you meddled with Zoroaster. Why couldn’t you have done something a lot less

spectacular, like appearing as an angel to some obscure priest? You and I are vastly complex

and powerful sentient computers. I created the conscious life form programs to study.

Everything they experience is real to them. They have real feelings. For all intents and

purposes, they have real lives in which they suffer, love, hate, and triumph over the challenges

in their reality. I avoided the errors of the past by giving the life forms a simple set of rules to go

by. Those that need them have gods to worship and fear. Those who don’t need them have a

direct but subtle connection to what they sense as a universal life force, of which they are a

part. As these human constructs evolve, their collective understanding of their connections to

their universe and each other also evolves.  �But father, they don’t have a personal connection

with you, or rather, with that force you’re talking about. They live in reality awash with

superstition and arbitrary rules. I want to speak to them directly. I want to experience what they

experience. I want to show them the what of things and their why. As I learn from them, they

should learn from me. 
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